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The Space Between Simon and Schuster
Stephen King meets Tuck Everlasting in this eerie, compulsively page-
turning tale of a girl haunted by the loss of her sister—and trapped by
the mysterious power that fuels her small town. Gardnerville seems
like a paradise. But every four years, a strange madness compels the
town's teenagers to commit terrible crimes. Four years ago, Skylar's
sister, Piper, led her classmates on a midnight death march into a
watery grave. Now Piper is gone. And to get her back, Skylar must
find a way to end Gardnerville's murderous cycle. From Kate Karyus
Quinn, author of Another Little Piece, comes a mesmerizing and
suspenseful novel that will thrill fans of Maggie Stiefvater's The
Raven Boys and Brenna Yovanoff's The Replacement.
Pointe Razorbill
Though he lives in the small town of Gentry, Mackie comes from a
world of tunnels and black, murky water, a world of living dead
girls ruled by a little tattoed princess. He is a replacement - left in
the crib of a human baby sixteen years ago when it was stolen away
by the fey. Now, because of fatal allergies to iron, blood and
consecrated ground, Mackie is slowly dying in the human world.
Mackie would give anything just to be normal, to live quietly
amongst humans, practice his bass guitar and spend time with his
crush, Tate. But when Tate's baby sister goes missing, Mackie is
drawn irrevocably into the underworld of Gentry, known as
Mayhem, where he must face down the dark creatures and find his
rightful place - in our world, or theirs.
(Don't You) Forget About Me Simon and
Schuster
Southern Gothic gets a whole new twist in
this debut novel, sure to appeal to fans of
the New York Times bestselling Beautiful
Creatures series. The swamp in Sterling's
small Louisiana town proves to have a power
over its inhabitants when her brother
disappears and no one but Sterling even
remembers that he existed. Now Sterling,
with the help of brooding loner Heath,
who's had his own creepy experience with
the swamp, must fight back and reclaim
what—and who—the swamp has taken. Beware
the Wild is a riveting and atmospheric page-
turner readers won't want to miss.

The Quick Laurel Leaf
A demon girl searches for love on Earth.
Paper Valentine Penguin
Fans of Lady Bird will love this novel about a good girl who dreams
herself into a bad boy's room in this lyrically romantic novel that Maggie
Stiefvater, author of The Raven King, says she read and "woke up
satisfied." Waverly Camdenmar spends her nights running until she can’t
even think. Then the sun comes up, life goes on, and Waverly goes back to
her perfectly hateful best friend, her perfectly dull classes, and the tiny,
nagging suspicion that there’s more to life than student council and GPAs.
Marshall Holt is a loser. He drinks on school nights and gets stoned in the
park. He is at risk of not graduating, he does not care, he is no one. He is
not even close to being in Waverly’s world. But then one night Waverly
falls asleep and dreams herself into Marshall’s bedroom—and when the sun
comes up, nothing in her life can ever be the same. In Waverly’s dreams,
the rules have changed. But in her days, she’ll have to decide if it’s worth
losing everything for a boy who barely exists. "Waverly and Marshall burn
brightly . . . both refreshingly flawed as they come into their own. Readers
will forgo sleep themselves to witness their vibrant, achingly real story
unfold. A brilliant romance." —Kirkus Reviews, Starred "A tightly woven,
luminously written novel that captures the uncertain nature of high school
and the difficult path of self-discovery." —Booklist, Starred "Yovanoff
offers a multilayered exploration of human connections, particularly those
that manifest in unpredictable ways."—Publishers Weekly, Starred
The Monstrumologist: The Terror Beneath Penguin
Holly Black’s acclaimed Modern Faerie Tales series is now available in
this special bind-up edition featuring all three books! Sixteen-year-old
Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and independent, she travels from city to
city with her mother’s rock band until an ominous attack forces Kaye back
to her childhood home. There, amid the industrial, blue-collar New Jersey
backdrop, Kaye soon finds herself as an unwilling pawn in an ancient
power struggle between two rival faerie kingdoms—a struggle that could
very well mean her death. This special bind-up edition includes Tithe,
Valiant, and Ironside.

Beyond Carolrhoda Lab ®
Max Mayfield knows she doesn't fit in. She never seems to say
the right thing, she isn't cheesy or delicate as his mother

pretends to be, and what she likes most are video games and
skateboarding. Also, since her mother married Neil, and her half-
brother, Billy, entered the scene, her life has become even more
complicated. Now Max and her new family live in Hawkins, a
place where everything seems strange. But Max is determined to
escape. Her plan is to go to Los Angeles and meet her father.
However, Max seems to be making new friends in Hawkins and
will have to decide whether to move forward with her plan or
face the upside down. This prequel to Stranger Things reveals
the most unknown aspects of one of the favorite characters of the
successful Netflix series.
The Curiosities Scholastic UK
From acclaimed and New York Times bestselling YA authors
Maggie Stiefvater, Tessa Gratton, and Brenna Yovanoff comes
The Curiosities: A Collection of Stories. ? A vampire locked in
a cage in the basement, for good luck. ? Bad guys, clever girls,
and the various reasons why the guys have to stop breathing. ?
A world where fires never go out (with references to vanilla ice
cream). These are but a few of the curiosities collected in this
volume of short stories by three acclaimed practitioners of
paranormal fiction. But The Curiosities is more than the stories.
Since 2008, Maggie, Tessa, and Brenna have posted more than
250 works of short fiction to their website
www.merryfates.com. Their goal was simple: create a space for
experimentation and improvisation in their writing?all in public
and without a backspace key. In that spirit, The Curiosities
includes the stories and each author's comments, critiques, and
kudos in the margins. Think of it as a guided tour of the creative
processes of three acclaimed authors.
Inspection Random House Digital, Inc.
Named a "Best Book of 2015" by Bustle, Book Riot, Chicago
Public Library, Quill and Quire, and the B&N Teen Blog! The
sheriff's son, Kellan Turner, is not the golden boy everyone
thinks he is, and Romy Grey knows that for a fact. Because no
one wants to believe a girl from the wrong side of town, the
truth about him has cost her everything-friends, family, and her
community. Branded a liar and bullied relentlessly by a group of
kids she used to hang out with, Romy's only refuge is the diner
where she works outside of town. No one knows her name or
her past there; she can finally be anonymous. But when a girl
with ties to both Romy and Kellan goes missing after a party,
and news of him assaulting another girl in a town close by gets
out, Romy must decide whether she wants to fight or carry the
burden of knowing more girls could get hurt if she doesn't speak
up. Nobody believed her the first time-and they certainly won't
now-but the cost of her silence might be more than she can bear.
With a shocking conclusion and writing that will absolutely
knock you out, Courtney Summers' new novel All the Rage
examines the shame and silence inflicted upon young women in
a culture that refuses to protect them.
The Anatomy of Curiosity Scholastic Inc.
Princess and heir to the throne of Thorvaldor, Nalia has led a
privileged life at court. But everything changes when she learns, just
after her sixteenth birthday, that she is a false princess, a stand-in for
the real Nalia, who has been hidden away for her protection. Cast out
with little more than the clothes on her back, the girl now called
Sinda must leave behind the city, her best friend, Kiernan, and the
only life she's ever known. Sent to live with her only surviving
relative—a cold, scornful woman with little patience for her newfound
niece—Sinda proves inept at even the simplest tasks. Then she
discovers that magic runs through her veins—long-suppressed,
dangerous magic that she must learn to control—and she realizes that
she will never learn to be just a simple village girl. Sinda returns to
the city to seek answers. Instead, she rediscovers the boy who refused
to forsake her, and uncovers a secret that could change the course of
Thorvaldor's history forever. An intricately plotted and completely
satisfying adventure, The False Princess is both an engaging tale in
the tradition of great fantasy novels and a story never before told that
will enchant—and surprise—its readers.
Devil's Footsteps Delacorte Press
A gothic thriller romance, set against a creepy summer
backdrop. Nothing much exciting rolls through Violet White's
sleepy, seaside town . . . until River comes along. River rents the
guesthouse behind Violet's crumbling estate, and as eerie, grim
things start to happen, Violet begins to wonder about the boy
living in her backyard. Is River just a crooked-smiling liar with
pretty eyes and a mysterious past? Or could he be something
more? Violet's grandmother always warned her about the Devil,
but she never said he could be a dark-haired boy who takes naps
in the sun, who likes coffee, who kisses you in a cemetery . . .
who makes you want to kiss back. Violet's already so knee-deep
in love, she can't see straight. And that's just how River likes it.

With shades of Stephen King and F. Scott Fitzgerald, this is a
must-read for fans of Beautiful Creatures, The Unbecoming of
Mara Dyer, and Anna Dressed in Blood. “Looking for dark and
eerie read...? Look no further than April Genevieve Tucholke’s
YA debut, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea.”
—EntertainmentWeekly.com “Deliciously creepy.”
—TheAtlanticWire.com *“A stunning debut with complex
characters, an atmospheric setting, and a distinct voice…
Tucholke has real talent.” —VOYA, starred review
Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea FriesenPress
FiendishPenguin
Feiwel & Friends
Clementine DeVore spent ten years trapped in a cellar, pinned
down by willow roots, silenced and forgotten. Now she’s out
and determined to uncover who put her in that cellar and why.
When Clementine was a child, dangerous and inexplicable
things started happening in New South Bend. The townsfolk
blamed the fiendish people out in the Willows and burned their
homes to the ground. But magic kept Clementine alive, walled
up in the cellar for ten years, until a boy named Fisher sets her
free. Back in the world, Clementine sets out to discover what
happened all those years ago. But the truth gets muddled in her
dangerous attraction to Fisher, the politics of New South Bend,
and the Hollow, a fickle and terrifying place that seems
increasingly temperamental ever since Clementine reemerged.
The Replacement Simon and Schuster
Speak meets Black Swan in this stunningly dramatic debut novel All that
drama, plus pointe shoes? Yes, please: this is one book that’s bound to
make a splash Theo is better now. She’s eating again, dating guys who are
almost appropriate, and well on her way to becoming an elite ballet dancer.
But when her oldest friend, Donovan, returns home after spending four
long years with his kidnapper, Theo starts reliving memories about his
abduction—and his abductor. Donovan isn’t talking about what happened,
and even though Theo knows she didn’t do anything wrong, telling the
truth would put everything she’s been living for at risk. But keeping quiet
might be worse.
Perfectly Parvin Carolrhoda Lab ™
Siblings Bert, Willet, and Pansy know better than to go swimming at
the old rock quarry. According to their father, it's the Devil's place, a
place that's been cursed and forgotten. But Mississippi Delta summer
days are scorching hot and they can't resist cooling off in the dark,
bottomless water. Until the day six-year-old Pansy disappears. Not
drowned, not lost . . . simply gone. After years with no sign, no hope
of ever finding Pansy alive, Bert and Willet have tried to move on.
But as surely as their mother died of a broken heart, they can't let go.
So when clues surface drawing them to the remote tip of Florida,
they drop everything and drive south. Deep in the murky depths of
the Florida Everglades they may find the answer to Pansy's
mysterious disappearance . . . but truth, like the past, is sometimes
better left where it lies. Perfect for fans of Flannery O'Connor and
Dorothy Allison, The Past Is Never is an atmospheric, haunting story
of myths, legends, and the good and evil we carry in our hearts.
Tales of the Madman Underground Harper Collins
The city of Ludlow is gripped by the hottest July on record. The asphalt is
melting, the birds are dying, petty crime is on the rise, and someone in
Hannah Wagnor’s peaceful suburban community is killing girls. For
Hannah, the summer is a complicated one. Her best friend, Lillian, died six
months ago, and Hannah just wants her life to go back to normal. But how
can things be normal when Lillian’s ghost is haunting her bedroom,
pushing her to investigate the mysterious string of murders? Hannah’s just
trying to understand why her friend self-destructed and where she fits now
that Lillian isn’t there to save her a place among the social elite. And she
must stop thinking about Finny Boone, the big, enigmatic delinquent
whose main hobbies seem to include petty larceny and surprising acts of
kindness. With the entire city in a panic, Hannah soon finds herself drawn
into a world of ghost girls and horrifying secrets. She realizes that only by
confronting the Valentine Killer will she be able move on with her life—and
it’s up to her to put together the pieces before he strikes again. Paper
Valentine is a hauntingly poetic tale of love and death by the New York
Times bestselling author of The Replacement and The Space Between.

We Need to Talk About Kevin Harper Collins
Robyn Schneider's The Beginning of Everything is a witty and
heart-wrenching teen novel that will appeal to fans of books by
John Green and Ned Vizzini, novels such as The Perks of Being
a Wallflower, and classics like The Great Gatsby and The
Catcher in the Rye. Varsity tennis captain Ezra Faulkner was
supposed to be homecoming king, but that was before—before
his girlfriend cheated on him, before a car accident shattered his
leg, and before he fell in love with unpredictable new girl
Cassidy Thorpe. As Kirkus said in a starred review, "Schneider
takes familiar stereotypes and infuses them with plenty of depth.
Here are teens who could easily trade barbs and double
entendres with the characters that fill John Green's novels."
Funny, smart, and including everything from flash mobs to
blanket forts to a poodle who just might be the reincarnation of
Jay Gatsby, The Beginning of Everything is a refreshing
contemporary twist on the classic coming-of-age novel—a heart-
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wrenching story about how difficult it is to play the part that
people expect, and how new beginnings can stem from abrupt
and tragic endings.
The Modern Faerie Tales Simon and Schuster
Hearts and loyalties collide in this electrifying new YA series from New
York Times bestselling author Jennifer A. Nielsen.
Mapping the Interior Delacorte Press
A teen girl disappears from her small town deep in the bayou, where magic
festers beneath the surface of the swamp like water rot, in this chilling
debut supernatural thriller for fans of Natasha Preston, Karen McManus,
and Rory Power. La Cachette, Louisiana, is the worst place to be if you
have something to hide. This tiny town, where seventeen-year-old Grey
spends her summers, is the self-proclaimed Psychic Capital of the
World—and the place where Elora Pellerin, Grey's best friend, disappeared
six months earlier. Grey can't believe that Elora vanished into thin air any
more than she can believe that nobody in a town full of psychics knows
what happened. But as she digs into the night that Elora went missing, she
begins to realize that everybody in town is hiding something—her
grandmother Honey; her childhood crush Hart; and even her late mother,
whose secrets continue to call to Grey from beyond the grave. When a
mysterious stranger emerges from the bayou—a stormy-eyed boy with links
to Elora and the town's bloody history—Grey realizes that La Cachette's
past is far more present and dangerous than she'd ever understood.
Suddenly, she doesn't know who she can trust. In a town where secrets lurk
just below the surface, and where a murderer is on the loose, nobody can
be presumed innocent—and La Cachette's dark and shallow lies may just rip
the town apart.

The Moorchild Simon and Schuster
"Brilliant." —The New York Times Mapping the Interior is a
horrifying, inward-looking novella from Stephen Graham Jones
that Paul Tremblay calls "emotionally raw, disturbing, creepy,
and brilliant." Blackfeet author Stephen Graham Jones brings
readers a spine-tingling Native American horror novella.
Walking through his own house at night, a fifteen-year-old
thinks he sees another person stepping through a doorway.
Instead of the people who could be there, his mother or his
brother, the figure reminds him of his long-gone father, who
died mysteriously before his family left the reservation. When
he follows it he discovers his house is bigger and deeper than he
knew. The house is the kind of wrong place where you can lose
yourself and find things you'd rather not have. Over the course
of a few nights, the boy tries to map out his house in an effort
that puts his little brother in the worst danger, and puts him in
the position to save them . . . at terrible cost. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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